


THE ART OF KILLING
6 x 1 HOUR CRIME DRAMA
based on A Dark Place To Die by Ed Chatterton
by Rob Cawley and Paul Duane

LOGLINE
A retired cop leaves his idyllic life in Australia to avenge his son’s killing but discovers 
that the violence of his own past created the murderer, whose planned revenge will 
swallow up the cop’s entire family.

SUMMARY
Marcus Koopman, KOOP, is a Liverpudlian ex-cop who has escaped a violent past 
to enjoy a peaceful life with his artist wife Zoe in Australia’s Byron Bay. When his 
estranged son Stevie is murdered on the other side of the world, in Liverpool, UK, 
and his burned and mutilated corpse left on display near a famous piece of public 
sculpture, Koop suspects that it’s somehow a message meant for him. 

Against Zoe’s wishes, Koop returns home to investigate Stevie’s murder, re-entering 
the deadly world of violence and corruption he’d fought so hard to escape. 

Back in Liverpool he confronts old enemies and the ghosts of his past existence as an 
undercover narcotics cop. 

He soon discovers that Stevie’s murder was part of an elaborate work of art conceived 
by a serial killer, and that he, Koop, is the killer’s true audience. 

Koop and the killer share a history, a dark and bloody backstory that involves Koop’s 
psychotic brother, Carl. Most terrifying of all, the ‘artist’ behind Stevie’s torture and 
murder has set his sights on Koop’s wife, Zoe, as the final element of his masterpiece.



EPISODE ONE
See script.

EPISODE TWO
A metal container in the middle of a deserted shipping yard, night-time. Inside, Stevie is 
unconscious, tied to a metal pole. A bucket of water awakens him and we see North watching 
him, stripped naked, wearing a plastic coat, setting up a video camera on a tripod. North’s 
torture instruments sit on a table. Stevie, terrified, begs for mercy, but North is implacable, 
saying quietly to himself only “Apollo Four Forty... Apollo Four Forty...” He moves in, scalpel 
in hand, and we lose sight of him, but hear Stevie scream.

In the shipping container, some time later, Koop & Harris have a standoff. Koop’s 
suspicions have been aroused by Harris’s desire to risk a bollocking, and maybe her 
career, to let him enter the crime scene. But as he demands to know what she thinks 
she’s doing, Harris stands firm. She tells him he’s been away a long time, and he’s 
forgotten the bond between them, as cops,, as friends, they look out for each other, 
always have. Her tone implies that there was more than friendship; complicity. Koop 
begins to think he’s paranoid, that returning to Liverpool has put him into a tailspin, 
and that maybe Harris is the only one he can really trust. He apologises, and they 
leave quietly, the duty officer pointedly ignoring them, to Harris’s amusement.

CUT TO: North is in Kite’s office. Kite has heard about the spectacular way Stevie’s body 
was found, but this killing has laid bare the real balance of power between the two 
men. North is amused, unafraid of his boss. Kite is forced to calm down. There’s been 
a carefully preserved truce in Liverpool for two years now - no bodies on the streets, 
nothing to embarrass the cops. Everybody’s been doing well out of it. Now there’s going 
to be trouble. North’s doesn’t seem to care about his boss’s worries, after he leaves, Kite 
takes a golf club and destroys his office.

Koop and Harris talk as Harris drives. She tells him how they found the shipping 
container – some kids reported it – trying to get his old cop juices going again. 
Koop is preoccupied, and changes the subject, asking her if she’s heard anything 
of his brother Carl. Harris shoots him a warning look. “Isn’t he’s still sectioned in 
Ashworth?” Koop admits they lost touch with each other some time ago. We find out 
that Harris lied for Koop in the past. She reminds him that if it weren’t for her he and 
Carl would probably both be in prison. Koop is furious with her for bringing this up. 
He accuses her of holding back information or playing him, somehow. He still doesn’t 
know if he can trust her.  They argue and he demands to be let out of the car. Now it’s 
his turn to be left out in the rain.

Much to Harris’ shock and fear Koop goes to police HQ and demands to speak to DCI 
Perch. Perch remembers exactly who he is and now realizes why he is here. When Koop 
demands access to the files Perch threatens him with arrest. Koop leaves before that 
can happen, taking off through suburbia on foot. When confronted Harris denies knowing 
that she knew Koop was even in the country. Perch will have her head if he finds out 
otherwise. Harris has now lost track of Koop. 

Jimmy Gelagotis is judging the gun-dog group in the Queensland Dog of The Year Awards, 
and badly losing an argument with a prim old lady about the correct body proportions for 



a Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever, when he gets a call about Stevie’s murder from Kite. 
It shakes him up, but he quickly realizes he can play this to his advantage. Kite is keen to 
keep the deal on the road. Gelagotis just says that he’ll have to think about how Kite can 
compensate him for such a loss.

Koop arrives at the gates of Ashworth Psychiatric Hospital to be told that Carl was 
released two years ago. When Koop tells the receptionist that he’s a relative — and 
a cop, she reluctantly arranges an appointment with Carl’s psychiatrist. Dr Higgs is 
hostile to Koop when they meet and won’t tell Koop anything about Carl’s current 
whereabouts, instead asking Koop whether he’s had any psychiatric help himself. It’s 
clear that he thinks Koop is in need of it.

Zoe wakes up in the middle of the night. She’s had a nightmare and calls out for Koop. 
Melumi awakes too, and comforts her. In tears, Zoe curses Koop for leaving her, while 
Melumi tries to calm her, telling her that he has his reasons. Zoe tells her she’s lived 
with Koop and his ‘reasons’ for a long time. Maybe too long. Then she tells Melumi 
something unthinkable. She thinks she might be pregnant. The women hold each other 
and Zoe weeps.  Melumi kisses Zoe and it’s a shock. She apologises to Zoe and leaves, 
embarrassed – but we get the sense that the kiss has confused Zoe even further.

Meanwhile Harris is being carpeted by Eric Perch, who is sure Koop heard about 
the location of Stevie’s killing from her. She brushes it off and calmly puts forward 
a convincing case that local crime family the Halligans were responsible for the 
murder. “Permission to investigate, sir?” Perch refuses, citing a more important case 
he wants her to dig into. But she’s pushing his buttons on purpose. She leaves with a 
smile - she’s just learned more than Perch wanted to say. 

Eckhardt, discovering that Stevie’s birth father is alive, drives the long distance to 
the Koopman household. Meeting Melumi, he assumes she’s Mrs Koopman. Melumi 
brings him to Zoe’s studio where she’s at work preparing for a new exhibition. Zoe 
assumes Eckhardt is there about Stevie’s murder and is very surprised to find the 
policeman doesn’t know about it. In fact, news of the murder, and the fact that it 
happened on the other side of the world, throws him completely off balance.

Koop follows Higgs, the psychiatrist, home from work and confronts him. He wants 
to know where Carl is. He’s not joking around, it’s important – he implies that Carl 
committed a violent crime before being committed.. He can’t understand how he can 
have been released; he needs to know where he is.

Higgs, intimidated by Koop, reluctantly gives up the address of the halfway house 
where Carl has been living under supervision, insisting that Carl has changed for the 
better, even if Koop hasn’t.

Eckhardt tries to place a call to DI Harris in Liverpool, to find out more about Stevie’s 
murder, but muddles the time zone considerations. Meanwhile he finds an address for 
Stevie’s girlfriend – Hannah – and goes to speak to her. She’s shocked and distressed 
to hear Stevie’s dead. Still, family instincts kick in. She slams the door on the cop.

Finding the halfway house where Carl lived when he left Ashworth, Koop speaks to 
the current occupants, discovering only that Carl left the place months ago.



As Koop approaches their old family home in the quiet little suburb of Port Sunlight, an 
elderly man approaches to ask him what his business is. Once he’s satisfied as to Koop’s 
identity, he confides that things have changed around there - “Whoever’s living in your old 
house now is a very odd fish, comes and goes at all hours.” Koop is able to ascertain that the 
old lady next door is still alive and that she still has a key to the house.

Accompanied by an entourage of elderly neighbours, Koop gains entry. The place is in 
a bad state of disrepair but clearly Carl has been living there. Going through the post, 
Koop finds one from a community centre. His next port of call.

Opening the garage door, Koop finds his father’s car, a beautiful 1970s Bentley. After a 
bit of work, he gets it running. He now has wheels, however ostentatious.

In a greasy spoon in Liverpool, a rancid-looking Con Halligan is deeply unhappy with 
Kite. That body on the beach has the cops riled up. They need to figure out who did it 
and make an example. Kite offers to loan him his right-hand man. “If North can’t find 
out who did this, nobody can.”

Driving to the community centre, Koop parks outside and waits. The car sticks out 
like a sore thumb. A middle-aged man recognises it and approaches, confused and 
shocked. Seeing Koop. Carl embraces his brother. The Carl we see now is very 
different from the man we saw in Ep One. He’s balding, worn, serious and sad-faced. 

Carl invites Koop into the community centre, an impressive set-up, with decent gym 
equipment and sports gear. Carl explains he gets donations from local businessmen 
and runs it by himself, just to give the local kids - and himself - something to do. He 
has dedicated his life to making up for what he did in the past. 

Koop tries to be subtle in his questioning. Carl has heard about the awful killing, 
the body found on the beach. When the penny drops and Carl realizes that Koop 
suspected him of carrying it out, Carl is deeply upset, disbelieving. Koop feels sick, 
seeing the pain in his brother’s eyes. Mustering all his dignity, Carl tells Koop to 
leave. Go home. Coming to Liverpool will bring him nothing but suffering.

Koop, in a taxi to the airport, calls Zoe and tells her he’s given up - he’s going back 
home to Oz. He assumes she’ll be thrilled to hear it but she just changes the subject 
and tells him a local cop came round asking about Stevie, but didn’t know about the 
murder. Before he can process this info, another call comes in – Harris. Despite Zoe’s 
protestations, he tells her he’s got to hang up but he’ll call her back. 

Melumi eavesdrops as Zoe calmly tells Koop that she is cancelling their application 
for adopting a child and hangs up. When Melumi asks her if this is true, she admits it 
isn’t but she’s seriously thinking about it.

As Carl locks up the community centre, saying goodnight to the last kids, a man in an 
expensive overcoat approaches him. North smiles, extends a gloved hand to shake 
Carl’s hand. This is the businessman whose funding keeps the centre going. Carl 
lights up at the sight of him.



EPISODE THREE
Liverpool, the 1990s. In the blood-spattered apartment, Carl lies catatonic while Koop 
cleans up the aftermath of the double murder, trying to make it look like an intruder 
was responsible. But somebody is hiding and watching him work. The boy we have 
seen before. As Koop bends to lift a body, his wallet falls from his jacket pocket. He 
doesn’t notice.

CUT TO: Present day Liverpool, and North slips Carl an envelope of cash for the 
centre, while the other man talks excitedly about his plans for the community centre. 
North also reaches into his coat pocket and takes out a small video camera - the sort 
that records to tape - and hands it over. He suggests that Carl use his creativity. Get 
the kids into theatre. Shakespeare maybe. The camera is for him to make audition 
tapes with the local lads. Carl is thrilled with the idea, and North leaves to take a 
call from Kite. The location for the summit meeting with the Halligan’s has been set. 
North will represent Kite’s interests.

Koop calls Zoe to tell her he’s decided to stay. She finally gives in to the rage that’s been 
building in her since he left. She tells him he’s probably put himself in danger by going, 
that Stevie was killed because he was a witness to a murder. She found out from a cop. 

Koop listens carefully but it only confirms his desire to stay, as now he has another lead 
to investigate. Max Kolomiets must be involved somehow with Liverpool’s crime scene. 

Zoe, distraught, hangs up on him. Melumi, watching, asks her if she’s planning to tell 
Koop about her pregnancy, and Zoe calmly says, “I haven’t decided what I’m going to do 
about it yet.” Melumi, shocked, thinks she’s talking about abortion, but she’s not. At this 
moment, it seems she’s considering a future without Koop.

A horribly upset Hannah Gelagotis confronts Jimmy about Stevie’s murder, and he 
tries to calm her down, telling her that it’s an awful tragedy but there’s an upside. 
He was able to talk the Poms into a better deal. Realising that Jimmy has used her 
boyfriend’s death as a bargaining chip, she disappears into her bedroom and slams 
the door. She finds where she’s hidden Eckhardt’s business card. 

Koop hooks up with an old drug connection, Simon, someone from the old days who 
only knows him as a small time dealer. They renew their acquaintance, Koop saying he’s 
been overseas but wants to get back into business. Simon tells him what he needs to 
know about who’s in charge of the drug underworld, mainly the Halligans and Kite, and 
how they are in cahoots with the cops to keep control of the market. Koop would want to 
watch out if he wants to get back in the game - they don’t play nice.

Kite goes to a mobile phone shop and buys a burner. Disguising his voice, he calls 
Con Halligan to tell him, “The bloke who’s coming to you for the summit - he’s the one 
that did the murder on Crosby strand.” Check his phone.” Then he hangs up, looking 
pleased with himself. 

Harris finds a bunch of messages from Eckhardt on her desk. The number 
isn’t legible, but she tracks the name Kolomiets back to Australia and finds the 
investigating officers - Wint and Kidd. When she asks them about Stevie White/
Koopman’s background, and if there’s any possibility he was a drug courier, their cage 



is well and truly rattled. Wint tells her they’ll look into it, but when she asks them if 
they know anyone called Eckhardt, he says no.

Carl tries to get the attention of a bunch of young lads are playing basketball at the 
community centre, telling them about how he’s going to organise a theatre group. 
One or two hang around after to talk to him, and he arranges to video some audition 
material with them later on. This new project is giving him something to hold on to 
after his upsetting encounter with his brother, and he’s happy.

Koop meets Harris in a quiet pub where she tries to convince him that the Halligans 
could be behind Stevie’s murder. Koop is sceptical. He’s learned from Simon that 
these guys are a bunch of scrubs, dealing Valium to housewives, a bit of smack - 
they’re not international smugglers. Harris reminds Koop he’s been away a long time, 
he has no idea what they’re capable of.

Gelagotis gets a call from Wint and Kidd, telling him the cops in Liverpool are asking about 
Stevie, and asking him what he wants them to do about it. “Leave it with me,” he says.

Koop starts to pull in old favours and dig up old contacts to get info on Max Kolomiets. 
All of his old informants at the Passport Office and elsewhere seem to have moved 
on. It’s looking like he’s out of his depth, until he manages to track down a contact 
who’s still working in the Civil Service, and willing to do a bit of extra-curricular work. 
Their conversation gives us a bit of background on Koop and how he left Liverpool in 
dark circumstances.

To Eckhardt’s great surprise, Hannah Gelagotis approaches him with an offer of help. 
He’s suspicious but tells her that Stevie seems to have witnessed the murder of Max 
Kolomiets. Recognising the name, Hannah starts to figure out what’s going on. 

She tells Eckhardt who her dad is and that he may have killed both Max and Stevie. 
She wants Jimmy arrested and offers to funnel info to Eckhardt that will help his 
investigation, but he just tells her she’s endangering herself. It’d be much better for 
her if she stayed away. Surprised by his decency and concern, Hannah makes it clear 
she’s going to help him, whatever it takes. 

Learning that Kolomiets’ legitimate activities in Liverpool all seem to revolve around 
pet food, Koop doesn’t buy it. What’s a Russian doing setting up a pet food factory in 
Liverpool, then getting murdered in Australia? There has to be a criminal connection. 
But the story seems legit - he’s hit a dead end.

Kite and North eat dinner together while Kite explains that he’s depending on North 
to make good for the upset he caused by killing Stevie. The city is swarming with cops 
because of the murder, the Halligans are out for blood, and he needs North to try to 
defuse the tension. He has to come up with some explanation for the killing that will 
distract attention from them. North suggests the Russian mafia, and Kite nods. Sounds 
plausible. North excuses himself – he has to make a call. Kite watches him go.

Evening time in the community centre, and Carl uses North’s video camera to film 
auditions with a couple of young boys. Scenes from Shakespeare. They’re not very 
good but he’s enthusiastic and positive. He labels the tape with their names. One of 
the boys is called Pauric Halligan.



North stands in a hotel car park and dials a number. Vera Halligan, the matriarch of 
the Halligan clan, is holding court in a corner of the pub with some similar hatchet-
faced ladies, when her phone rings – unknown caller. She barks at whoever it is 
to fuck off, but soon falls silent. After the call ends, she stands up and says to the 
women that she’s been tipped off - the bloke running the community centre is a paedo. 
“Who’s coming with me?” The women rise as one and follow her.

Carl is sitting at his desk going through the accounts when the women storm in. He’s 
shocked but polite. They quiz him about why he had boys come back to the centre after 
dark, and he tells them about the theatre group. He shows them the camera. Vera 
Halligan freezes – the caller had told her about the camera. She grabs it, presses 
play and watches – nothing to see, just a boy awkwardly reading Shakespeare. But she 
fast-forwards it and gasps – further on, the tape changes into violent pornography. 
Vera bays for blood.

In his naiveté Eckhardt tells Wint and Kidd some of what he’s learned – that the kid he saw 
with Kolomiets’ killer has ended up dead too, in Liverpool. “What do you think of that, guys?”. 
Instead of the praise he expects, the two men bundle him into an empty office and physically 
threaten him, telling him they’ll break both his legs if he doesn’t keep his nose out of this 
case. They leave Eckhardt huddled in a terrified ball on the office floor.

Koop gets a call from Harris. Carl is in hospital. He’s been badly beaten by a mob. 
Arriving at the hospital, Koop finds Harris there, but also Carl’s shrink, Higgs, who 
blames Koop for what’s happened to Carl. Along with his physical injuries, he’s 
severely brain-damaged. Harris tells Koop that the mob who attacked him were 
incited by Vera Halligan, finally convincing Koop that the Halligans have something 
against his family.

North sits at his computer, trying to log into Koop’s email. He tries random 
passwords, then types in “apollo440”. It works. There’s an email from Zoe – he reads 
it quickly, then starts to reply – but before he does, he goes to Preferences and clicks 
on Change Password. He’s in. Then he opens Zoe’s email. He laughs - jackpot. She’s 
telling Koop that she’s pregnant, and she wants him home now - no discussion, no 
more phone calls. He clicks Delete.

Koop meets his drug buddy Simon in a pub and buys a gun from him. Simon throws 
in a couple of wraps of cocaine – ‘the good stuff’ – and Koop, deciding what the hell, 
helps himself to a snort.



EPISODE FOUR
Harris and Koop sit in Koop’s hotel room, curtains drawn, watching drone footage 
on a laptop. The drone hovers above a housing estate. Harris narrates for Koop, 
explaining to him that the Halligan neighbourhood is a no-go area for cops. She points 
out the terrace of ordinary-looking houses where the main members of the Halligan 
family live, the suspected escape tunnels they’ve constructed in case of a raid, the 
areas where armed thugs are stationed, and a central building that looks like a utility 
storeroom. “That’s where we think they keep their stash,” she tells Koop. As they 
watch, a kid spots the drone, pulls out a gun and shoots it down.

QUEENSLAND: Eckhardt books a room in a cheap motel situated opposite Jimmy’s 
Pet Shop. Phoning the shop, pretending to be a delivery driver with a problem, he 
lures Gelagotis out to the car park. Eckhardt is shocked to realise that this is the man 
he saw on the playing field that day, the one who killed Kolomiets. He snaps some 
photos, but Gelagotis, quickly figuring that he’s been tricked, looks around and heads 
straight for the motel. Eckhardt grabs his camera and runs.

The Halligan estate. Con Halligan and his brothers are piling into cars, headed for a summit 
meeting at a local hotel. An anonymous tip-off has told them that the man they’re meeting 
might be the one who killed the Aussie kid. If so, he needs to be dealt with severely.

Koop checks his email and finds that he has zero messages. Nothing. It’s odd. He tries 
to call Zoe but Melumi answers. She’s weird on the phone, defensive. Koop asks her to 
tell Zoe to call him. Melumi makes an excuse, saying Zoe’s at work in her studio, and 
hangs up, before going outside, where Zoe sits in the truck waiting for her - they’re 
scheduled for an early pregnancy scan.

North is in the middle of his morning workout when he gets a call from Kite to make sure 
he’s okay for the summit. His instincts tell him something is off. He lays out his suit for 
the day and as an afterthought he slips a small knife into an inside pocket. Then turns to 
look at his personal arsenal of weapons, and considers what else he might need.

Early morning. A fancy hotel in Liverpool. The Halligans arrive en masse. North arrives 
suited and booted. A young guy takes everybody’s mobiles at the door, and North doesn’t 
hesitate, just throws his in the box and takes the ticket the guy offers him. 

Con Halligan stands just inside the cloakroom, and as soon as North enters the 
meeting room he grabs the phone. But it’s locked. Shrugging, he throws it to his tech-
savvy son, Rory, who connects it to his laptop and starts hacking.

Every week, according to Harris, Vera Halligan attends her yoga class, regular as 
clockwork. Today, as she jogs up towards the gym, Koop is waiting for her, doing 
his best to act like a confused tourist, holding a Liverpool Beatles Trail map up and 
asking her for directions to the Cavern Club in an impenetrable Australian accent. 

As she turns to point out the direction, he abducts her and stashes her in the boot of 
the Bentley. Simon, who has been hiding in the front seat, coked out of his mind, pops 
up and revs the ignition. They make a swift getaway.

Rory Halligan sits hunched over his laptop, finally cracking the code on North’s 



smartphone. Triumphantly goes through the photos, which seem to be abstract 
compositions, red, black, white - they’re beautiful, like Mark Rothko paintings, in a 
way. Then the images become clearer, and as Rory begins to understand their horrific 
and very real content, he turns pale and shouts for his Dad.

Melumi holds Zoe’s hand at the pregnancy scan. The results are good - everything is 
okay. Zoe can’t believe it. The technician offers to make her a DVD. Melumi jokingly 
suggests it could be part of the video installation they’re working on. While they wait, 
Zoe asks Melumi how she’d feel about being around a kid. Melumi is overwhelmed. 
She’d expected Zoe’s pregnancy to be the end of their relationship. Instead it looks 
like it might be a new beginning.

Con Halligan sits at the head of a boardroom table, facing the other representatives 
of Liverpool’s main crime gangs. Battered faces mostly. North’s looks out of place. 
As Halligan outlines the problems facing them, Pauric walks in and whispers into his 
ear. Con stands, and his men jump North and immobilise him. Pauric passes North’s 
phone around, so everybody present can see the images of Stevie’s body tied to the 
statue on Crosby Beach. 

Koop sits in the rear of the Bentley, Simon driving. The car drops him off a couple of 
blocks from the Halligan estate. Simon’s too freaked out to go any further. Koop pulls 
a clawing and scratching Vera out of the boot, shows her his gun, and warns her to 
play ball if she doesn’t want to end up dead, like his son.

Gelagotis is at the motel across the road from the pet shop, convincing the 
receptionist to go through the credit card records. The name Eckhardt comes up. So 
it’s official – Wint and Kidd are useless fuckers. Gelagotis is going to have to take care 
of this himself.    

Because all the men are at the summit, the Halligan compound is manned by kids, 
who are now frantically trying to call Con Halligan - or anybody - to raise the alert 
about Vera’s kidnapping. No reply. 

Then one of them spots Vera. Koop has her in a headlock and he’s holding her at 
gunpoint. Spotting his rucksack, the kids scatter – they think he might be a suicide 
bomber. Vera roars at them, calling them cowards, but she doesn’t dare run in case 
Koop shoots. Koop’s phone rings, he ignores it. 

Zoe is on the phone, watching Melumi doing yoga, waiting for Koop to answer, but it 
goes to voicemail and she leaves him an angry message. It’s over. Don’t come home.

Con Halligan slaps North about, trying to break him, but North quietly asks to think. 
Who tipped him off, and why? Con wonders if he’s being gamed by the anonymous 
tipster, but Rory reminds him of the photos on the phone. Placing a black bin bag 
around North’s head and torso, they drag him downstairs via the service elevator, and 
through the kitchen, where the mostly immigrant staff keep their heads down. He’s 
thrown in the trunk of a waiting car.

Back at the Halligan compound, Koop heads straight for the utility building where 
the drugs are stored. Taking off his rucksack, he takes out a petrol cannister, then 



another. Vera understands his plan now – he’s going to burn it all up, unless they hand 
over the person responsible for killing Stevie.

A ring of the Halligan kids surrounds the utility building. They can smell the petrol. 
They’re too scared to rush the place. They keep trying to ring Con. Finally he picks up 
and they tell him the situation. Con says keep this crazy bastard there until the rest of 
them arrive. “And keep Vera alive!” He hangs up.

When the Halligan motorcade rolls up, two men are delegated to drag North into one 
of the houses and keep him quiet until there’s time to deal with him. Dragged through 
an ordinary-looking doorway, North finds himself inside a huge, cavernous space. A 
whole terrace of houses has been knocked together into one, with partitions here and 
there to provide privacy. North is dragged behind one of these partitions and tied to a 
heavy wooden throne – Con’s chair.

Con, roaring threats and abuse, mixed in with pleas not to hurt his wife, strides to 
the utility building. Meanwhile he’s gesturing for his men to get their weapons out and 
surround the place. He’s more concerned with saving his precious mountain of drugs 
than he is with getting Vera out safely. Now, thick smoke leaks out from under the door, 
panicking Con. He’s about to give the order to open fire when the door opens and Vera is 
pushed out. Behind her he sees the entire Halligan drug stash, going up in flames.

Con orders the men to rush the place and try to put the fire out; Con looks for Koop, 
who’s nowhere to be seen. “The fucker knew about the tunnels.” Kicking open the tunnel 
door, Con orders his men into the tunnel, and others to get to the exit and cover it.

North, still tied up, watches as his captors pace nervously, constantly staring out the 
window and wondering what’s going on outside. They pay no attention to him, allowing 
him to work the small knife he’s stashed in the small of his back out so he can cut 
his bonds. Faking a heart attack, he lures the guards to him and it takes him only a 
moment to slash both of their throats. He’s free, but outside, he’s surrounded.

Koop emerges from the other end of the tunnel at the gate to the main road where 
he’d expected to meet Simon. The gate is locked, barbed wire festooned across the 
top of it, and he can hear people coming after him. The Bentley is visible a couple of 
blocks away – Koop tries to get Simon’s attention. But Simon is sitting dead behind the 
wheel, a needle in his arm, one of the Halligan kids standing over him while the other 
robs whatever he can find in the car. There’s no way forward, and no way back.



EPISODE FIVE
1990s Liverpool. Janet Harris is outside Eric’s nightclub, wet through from the rain but still 
waiting on her target to emerge from the place. Cursing Koop to high heaven for abandoning 
her, she trains her long lens on the door, snapping photos of the odd few people who emerge.

Then a decidedly younger Con Halligan emerges accompanied, to Harris’s shock, by a 
younger Eric Perch. She snaps photos of them shaking hands and parting, but as she 
turns to walk away she’s grabbed by some younger men of the Halligan clan. Taking 
her camera, they drag her down an alley and beat her. She spits teeth.

CUT TO: Present day. In a police station bathroom in Liverpool, Harris adjusts her 
false teeth and examines herself in the mirror before going outside, where the whole 
place is lighting up as reports come in of explosions at the Halligan estate. 

Perch seems helpless, unable to stop the apparatus of the law from going to work on his 
allies. Harris politely asks him for permission to suit up and take the armoured unit down to 
the Halligans’ estate, and. Perch glares at her, understanding that somehow she’s got herself 
way ahead of him on this. He has to tell her, yes, she can go. She mobilizes.

Gelagotis is worried. His daughter isn’t talking to him. He confides in her that there’s 
some idiot cop on his trail and he doesn’t know what to do. Killing him would attract 
too much attention. Hannah suggests she can help – ‘It’s amazing how easy it is for a 
young girl to mess with an old bloke’s head, or wreck his life, by doing hardly anything 
at all.’ Gelagotis is delighted – she’s a chip off the old block.

Back at the Halligan estate, Koop realizes he has no choice but to go back down into 
the tunnels and hope that he can escape in the chaos. Only the kids know what he 
looks like, so he might be able to pass himself off as another Halligan foot soldier. 
Wrapping a bandana over his mouth against the smoke, he runs. It works – nobody 
shoots him. Ducking into an open doorway, he finds himself inside the main house, the 
knocked-together terrace Con Halligan calls home. Closing the door behind him, he 
discovers he has company - Vera Halligan, and she has him at gunpoint.

Koop asks her why the Halligans killed Stevie. She’s confused. “The kid on fire at Crosby? 
We’re trying to find the fucker who killed him too.” Koop takes a long moment to think. Has 
he gone after entirely the wrong people? What’s happening? He tries to reason with her but 
she can’t see any reason not to just shoot him. But there’s a shot - Koop doesn’t see where it 
comes from – and she falls. He doesn’t wait to see more, just runs for it.

North steps out from hiding, gun in hand, and watches as Koop runs.

Melumi arrives back at the rainforest home with a stack of parenting manuals.  They 
talk about Koop, and how to tell him. Zoe confesses that her previous anger may 
have softened. That maybe he can remain part of her life. Melumi tries to conceal her 
concern. She feels Koop is not ready for this. But they are. So whatever happens, the 
child will be brought up by loving parents. Two, or maybe three...

Eckhardt and Hannah sit in a truck stop out of town– an odd couple. She offers 
printouts of screenshots from her Dad’s accounts to a grateful Eckhardt. He wants to 
know why she’s helping him. She explains that he seems like a decent guy, somebody 



who doesn’t turn on people or use them for his own good. She wants to help him. All 
she wants to know is, does he have enough there to put her Dad away? 

Eckhardt scans the evidence. Yes. Maybe. Probably. Holy shit! As Eckhardt leaves the 
meeting, he’s tailed by Wint and Kidd. They fail to spot Hannah.

Just as Koop makes it to the fringes of the estate, pursued by the Halligans, the cops 
arrive, weapons out. For a moment it looks as if Koop’s about to be shot by the police 
but Harris calls “Hold your fire. He’s one of ours.” Perch, stepping out of a car behind 
her, now realizes that Harris has teamed up with Koop to create this situation so she 
can go in and take down the Halligans.And there’s nothing he can do about it.

Probably for the first time in his life, Eckhardt’s sixth sense kicks in. He realises that 
Wint and Kidd are following him. Parking in an almost deserted area, he looks for a 
place to hide. There’s nothing but some long grass. He throws himself to the ground 
and holds his breath as the two cops search for him, taunting him, telling him after 
they find him they’re headed for his home to kill his family. Just as it seems things 
can’t get worse for Eckhardt, a brown snake slithers beside him.

Watching the snake, Eckhardt. Slowly and ever so gently begins to remove his trousers.

Entering the estate, the cops round up and arrest some Halligans. Perch personally 
arranges for Koop to be taken in for questioning. As he does so, Koop stares at 
Harris, hard. He now realises that she’s used him.

Eckhardt emerges from the long grass holding up his trousers, looking pathetic 
to Wint and Kidd. “I’m sorry, boys, I wet myself.” The two men are overcome with 
laughter at this pathetic sight, but as Eckhardt inches closer, he throws his trousers 
at Wint and the snake lashes out from his hiding place. Wint, bitten, drops his gun, 
and Eckhardt uses it to subdue and disarm Kidd, cuffing both men.

Eckhardt tells Wint and Kidd about the snake venom. Left untreated, nine per cent die 
within three hours, fifteen per cent in the next four hours. Taking out his phone, he 
offers Wint a chance to confess everything to a judge, right now. Or else they’re going to 
sit here for as long as it takes. Wint and Kidd think he’s bluffing. He’s not. They wait.

North has made his way back to his apartment, and sitting at his laptop, checks 
Koop’s email. He smiles when he sees an email from Zoe with an attachment - a 
video of Zoe’s ultrasound scan. He carefully composes a reply from Koop’s email 
address. “GET RID OF IT.”

Liverpool. While Koop is sweating it out in custody, North goes to Kite’s office and 
kills him before making a call to Harris to tell her he’s left evidence of DCI Perch’s 
corruption, if she wants to come here and get it. Harris can’t risk telling anyone 
about this and is she’s forced to raid Kite’s office alone. The evidence promised sits 
beside Kite’s corpse, but there’s also a video playing on a loop. A video of Stevie’s 
torture as filmed by North. She shuts the video down and in a window behind it 
appears the website of a prominent Australian artist. Zoe Koopman.

Perch’s disgrace means Koop can be freed immediately but he now realises he’s got 
a race against time on his hands if he’s to get to Zoe before North does. North has a 



head start on him. And Zoe isn’t answering when he tries to call her, not on any of the 
numbers he has for her.

Harris does what she can to help Koop, but it’s clear that whatever trust he had for 
her is long gone. He knows she used him, and he tells her to stay the hell out of his 
life from now on. “You got your revenge. I hope it was worth it,” he tells her. The pain 
in her eyes shows that she understands she’s burned her bridges with Koop. 

North, traveling First Class, enjoys champagne and flirts with the cabin crew as Koop frets 
his way through all the bureaucracy necessary to release him without charge and let him 
leave the country. By the time Koop is finally able to jump in his car and head for the airport, 
North, wearing new linen clothes suited to the heat, is already renting himself a  SUV  from 
helpful Australian staff. As he drives away, he makes a call to Gelagotis, letting him know 
that Kite’s drug empire has a new kingpin. Gelagotis agrees to meet him.

 Koop, finally in transit, sweats and stresses himself through a heavily delayed flight. 
Other passengers look at him with fear in their eyes. He’s definitely not the guy you 
want sitting beside you on a long-distance flight.

Gelagotis’s Pet Shop. North, careful as always, parks a couple of blocks away and walks 
all around the shop, checking out the entrances. Something’s not right. He stares. There’s 
too many people, all men, all loitering in the vicinity. He turns to go and almost walks right 
into an overweight man - Warren Eckhardt. Uncharacteristically rattled, North drops some 
papers as he strides back to his car, and Eckhardt bends to pick them up and return them, 
but North doesn’t stop. Eckhardt examines the papers. Odd coincidence... they’re flyers for 
Zoe’s upcoming art exhibition – along with a map. Then he goes back to what he’d been doing, 
surveilling the pet shop.

Upon landing in the Gold Coast, Koop immediately tries Zoe’s phone, the phone at the 
farm, finally he tries Melumi’s phone. 

At the Koopman farm, Melumi’s phone rings, and rings, and rings. It’s lying on a blood-
covered floor.

Darkness has fallen by the time Koop’s taxi arrives at his isolated home. The place 
is empty, and Koop begins calling out for Zoe, going through the rooms of his house 
finding nothing but an untouched meal.

Then from somewhere he hears a phone ringing. Koop follows the sound and finds himself 
at the hot tub. Snapping the catches off the lid, he lifts it to find Melumi lying in the green-lit 
water, blood floating all around her like an inkblot. But somewhere, her phone is still ringing.

Behind the wheel of his rental truck, Declan North is calmly listening to the ringing tone on 
his Bluetooth phone. 

Finding Melumi’s bloody phone, Koop answers. North tells him he has Zoe and warns 
Koop to follow his instructions exactly. If he sees any cops, she dies. “Where we’re 
going it will be easy for me to see for miles in all directions. Come alone.”

Where? North texts him a set of numbers. Co-ordinates.



Koop hears a sound. Melumi is still alive. Koop calls for an ambulance but she tells 
him not to bother. “I’m dying anyway. Ambulances mean cops. Don’t endanger Zoe.” 
Koop makes the call anyway. Then Melumi tells him that Zoe’s pregnant. He has to 
save her and the child. These are her last words.

Koop, even more anxious than before, runs to the coffee truck and drives away at top speed.

A montage of high-level arrests on both sides of the globe -Perch and corrupt police 
officers are led away. The Halligan family sit in prison, urgently talking to their 
lawyers. Workers at Max Kolomeits’ pet food factory are taken in as. Harris gives a 
statement to the press.

Then Harris returns home to her empty home, her goldfish dead in the bowl, her 
empty living room.  It’s like no one has ever lived here – because no one ever has. And 
she’s just noticed it for the first time. She goes out to the garden shed and find her 
husband out there – working on his passion – his model train set. She takes a genuine 
interest in it. Her husband is waiting for mockery, but it never comes. She’s genuinely 
looking to reconnect with him. She suggests they go out for dinner.

In Australia, Eckhardt takes part in an armed raid on Gelagotis’ pet store and Hannah 
watches, conflicted as her dad is dragged away in cuffs. He calls to her as he goes, 
“It’s yours, now, love. The whole thing. Look after your old Mum.” Eckhardt and 
Hannah exchange a glance. She turns away.

And Koop drives down a darkened road towards an unknown fate.



EPISODE SIX
Eckhardt is cooking a dinner with his family when he gets a call. There’s been a murder, 
and one of the names connects to his case. Koopman. Shocked, Eckhardt says he’ll 
leave immediately. Arriving at the Koopman farm, he finds a bloodbath. The wife is 
missing, along with her husband. It’s an open-and-shut case to the investigating officer. 
There’s an APB on Koop’s truck. It’s been spotted traveling west.

Waking Zoe, North removes her from the boot, unties her legs and fastens a rope 
around her neck. But he doesn’t hang her, or drag her behind the car, he just leads her 
like a dog on a leash, takes her for a walk and a pee. As she urinates into the red dirt 
she looks around, realizing there’s nowhere to escape to.

Koop arrives at the co-ordinates North gave him to find a gas stop in the middle of 
nowhere with a dusty old payphone standing by a desolate road. North watches him 
through a set on binoculars, phones him and gives him the next set of co-ordinates.

North resumes his driving with Zoe tied up in the passenger seat now they’re out in the 
wilderness. But within a few minutes of setting off, the truck gets stuck in sand. His 
winch is useless with nothing to tie it to. He tries digging them out but it only makes the 
situation worse. His calmness evaporates. 

Seeing an opportunity, Zoe offers to get them out but only if he unties her. She wants 
water and food. He agrees, and she uses the deadman anchor technique to free the 
truck. As she does so, she finds and conceals a screwdriver for later use. 

Koop hears a news story on the radio - no names, but it’s obviously about the killings 
at his farm. They’re looking for him. When he stops at a remote gas station, the owner, 
recognising the truck, tells Koop that he’s been looking out for it. But the old guy’s an 
outlaw; he just wants to help Koop, who he thinks is another one like him. They swap 
vehicles, and Koop ends up with a car, which is barely roadworthy – but at least he 
won’t get stopped by the next cop he runs into. 

Low on fuel, Koop passes a gas station, noticing a busload of tourists as well as what 
looks suspiciously like an unmarked cop-car. Checking his dishevelled appearance in 
the mirror, he drives on, so as not to risk being seen and reported.

The next gas station is quieter and Koop stops. As he fills up, North and Zoe pull in. 
When they were delayed, he’d unknowingly overtaken them. There’s a long moment 
while Koop, North and Zoe make eye contact, then North guns his engine, and Koop 
takes off in pursuit without paying for the petrol. Koop pushes his rust bucket as hard 
as he can, even though the engine starts to smoke.

With North distracted, Zoe manages to get her screwdriver out and stab him. He 
swerves off-road, crashing into a rock. Zoe smashes her head against the dash, 
knocking her unconscious.

Behind them, tantalizingly close, Koop runs out of petrol. Climbing out of his car, he 
starts running. North, recovering, manages to right the car and speeds off, leaving 
Koop with no option but to sprint back towards the gas station for fuel.



The attendant, seeing him drive off without paying, has called the police. He steals her car.

Arriving at the next set of co-ordinates he finds a pay phone. It rings. North tells Koop 
to look for something he’s left behind the payphone.

Koop finds an old wallet, one he recognises - he used to own it back in the 1990’s. His 
old driver’s license is inside.

Flashback to: 1990’s Liverpool – Koop drags Carl from his murder scene and stuffs his 
brother into a car. From a payphone he calls in an anonymous tip about a burglary at Apt 
2323, and screams. As he returns to the car he realises that his wallet is missing. Shit. 
He’s got to get back into the crime scene. He guns his engine and races back to the flat. 

Opening the door to Apt 2323, he finds a young boy standing there, wide-eyed and 
staring at him. The son of the murdered couple. He’s holding Koop’s wallet in his hand. 

Young Declan North backs away from Koop and escapes, out a window, onto a fire 
escape. Koop goes to follow him but sees a squad car pulling up. He exits.

Present Day, Nullarbor Plains. Koop falls to his knees, staring at the wallet. The phone 
rings again. Its North, congratulating Koop on his artistry. He’s been an inspiration. 
Everything can be art. Even death himself. Giving Koop his final set of co-ordinates, 
North hangs up.

Lake Ballard. Hazy mirages shimmer in the desert sun on this remote desolate salt 
lake just outside Kalgoorlie. It’s outlandishly beautiful.

But what Koop sees there makes him want to vomit. - 51 sculptures of men, women, 
and children spread around this dry Lake Ballard, standing out on their salty surface 
under a blazing sun. Sculptures we’ve seen before, very similar, on a beach in 
Liverpool. And among them, tied to a metal post, is Zoe.

North watches Koop walking towards him and douses Zoe in fuel from a jerry can. 
What’s he’s preparing is a mirror image of Stevie’s death in Liverpool. “Stay back, or 
she dies now,” he shouts.

Koop tries to reason with North. He admits he now understands his responsibility. He 
created North. What that kid witnessed - the killing of his parents, the re-arrangement 
of their bodies - somehow made him the killer he is. 

Koop tries to explain that Carl was out of his mind, the events of that night destroyed 
him, he’s been filled with remorse ever since. 

North isn’t interested in talking about Carl. He wants to talk about Zoe. And the child. 
Koop’s child, inside her. He tells Koop that he’s about to lose everything he ever wanted.

Koop tries to figure out a way to move, but can’t. He’s been checkmated.

But North offers him a choice. Fire or blood. He holds a lighter in one hand and a knife 
in the other. Zoe can burn, or she can bleed. Koop’s choice. Koop finally snaps and 
charges at North, who raises his blade and cuts Zoe’s femoral artery. 

Turning away, North walks towards his car, quite slowly, turning around as he does to 



see whether Koop will choose to go to his dying wife, or to take revenge on him.

To North’s disappointment, Koop goes to Zoe and desperately tries to stop the bleeding.

North gets to his car, sits in it, waiting, watching as Koop tries to save his wife. Koop 
speaks to her, apologizing. She was right. He should have never left her side. 

Glancing up, he realises that North has a camera pointed at him, recording the 
moment. Koop’s about to charge towards him when Zoe grabs his hand. “Stay with me.” 
He holds her as she dies.  North drives away.

Hours later, when the police arrive, Koop is still cradling Zoe’s body. 

CODA: A month later. Hannah Eckhardt is at the docks, collecting a shipment from 
Liverpool - Stevie’s body, brought home at last for burial. She fills out the forms saying 
she’s next of kin. Meanwhile, news broadcasts talk about Koop, the multiple murderer, 
who still claims the killings of his artist wife and her lover were carried out by another 
man. “No trace of this mysterious ‘North’ has yet been found”, says the TV. 

Koop, in convict grey, is brought to the prison visiting room. His visitor is a man he’s 
never heard of. Warren Eckhardt. 

The overweight cop has come to tell Koop that he knows he’s innocent and that he’s 
here to help him. Reaching into his pocket, he pulls out a sheaf of leaflets about Zoe’s 
upcoming art exhibition. They have flight numbers and car rental details scrawled all 
over them. He looks at Koop. “I know about North,” he says.



THE ART OF KILLING 
SERIES TWO
Through painstaking detective work Warren Eckhardt manages to gather enough doubt 
on the triple murder conviction for Koop to be released on bail. But he can’t leave 
Australia, and Koop surmises North must be back in Liverpool.

North is a ghost – there’s no evidence he ever entered the country. Except for what 
Eckhardt has uncovered.

Hannah Gelagotis, aided by newly arrived Russians who were family of Max Kolomeits, 
sets about rebuilding Jimmy Gelagotis’s drug importation and distribution business, 
right under the noses of the Queensland police. But Gelagotis is murdered in prison, 
and she has reason to believe the orders came from Liverpool and North.

Helpless while stuck in Australia, on the other side of the world from his enemy, Koop 
needs help to get out of the country illegally. Hannah offers that help, with one condition - 
he has to take her with him, because she wants revenge for her father’s death.

Back in the UK, North has quietly usurped Kite’s empire and is running it much 
more efficiently than his old boss, and with the Halligans also in jail, he has no 
real opposition. So, with nothing to think about, his psychosis starts to grow and he 
becomes a danger to everyone who meets him.    

Janet Harris becomes aware that Koop and Hannah are in town, and has reason to 
believe that Koop is now her enemy. She uses her position to try to find and neutralise 
Koop before he destabilises Liverpool and starts another drug war.

And Marcus Koopman, home once more, doesn’t care if the whole place burns down, as 
long as he can exact his revenge.
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